
TRUE COMMUNICAT ION CIRCULAR No.1  

EN-CIRCLING COMMUNICATION 

Many people disclose that they, or perhaps their bosses, are A-Types. They 
work in fast-paced cultures where slow-speaking is satirised as slow-thinking. 

First, I question the belief that speaking fast correlates to equally fast and full 
comprehension.  It does not.  Speaking Ferrari-fast impairs comprehension. 

True Communication is concerned with what is received.  Our measurement 
is whatever is fully understood by other people, not the implacable pace of 
the issuing ticker-tape. 

True Communication is circular, not linear. 
Sophisticated negotiations are spirals, not duels. 

True Communication resembles a collaborative rally, with all the variety of a 
Federer-Nadal encounter in full flow, rather than a solo smash, shot-put or 
slew of arrows, however golden.   

The high fidelity of True Communication is 
to share and raise intelligence amongst many minds. 

It is lamentable that education and training courses teach public speaking as 
if synonymous with communication.  It is not.  Despatching utterance is less 
than half the circle. By contrast, people who learn how to attune to all that is 
being received, heard and understood by others – and how to gauge this – 
start to communicate very differently. With self-awareness, with consideration 
of delivery to other minds, through invisibles that enable the deepest connection. 
When such discernment has spread throughout the land, this voice coach  
will gladly retire to the garden! 
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After grasping this shift in perception most people then eagerly set about 
changing themselves – only to do so in ways that confound the anticipated, 
instant success.  After all, now they think differently, why not? 

In my experience, most adults are too extreme in their reactions to changing. 
Habitual high-achievers hear encouragement to adjust as an order to change!  
From one extreme to another, they shift to the polar opposite of themselves, 
only to be confounded further. Even worse, for now they don’t sound like 
themselves!  Alone, ignoring any inner cringe, some retreat at this point, 
returning to the self-soothing familiarity of habitual ways. 

The adventurous, brave and curiously-determined find a specialist coach  
who understands their world. Imagine, would you enjoy being driven in a car 
at 80mph or with emergency-braking?  Would other drivers, pedestrians or 
your passengers, trust such a chauffeur? Listeners suffer more than habitual 
speakers realise. When audiences disconnect, most speakers tend to avoid the 
illuminating critique and blame outside themselves: ’the content wasn't ready’ 
or ’the online connection’, or even the yet-to-be enlightened receiving audience.  
Some people, seek another way. 

My practical coaching offers mastery of subtle gradations, how to adjust in  
small increments and subtle shifts, to allow-away extremes of opposites. 
Graduations that shift your perception, pace, sound, resonance, range, 
variety, breathing, connection and confidence – extending your own subtle 
natural know-how. So that your voice delivers beyond despatching and  
your presence can shine, attuned within the True Communication Circle.  
I coach healthy spoken voice and presence for professions, for celebrations, 
fine acting, broadcast, podcast and narration. In other intuitive ways, I enable 
visual artists, writers and poets with their sensory, felt-connection to their Muse, 
then how to sustain open-flowing receptivity whilst manifesting. 

For now, we patiently endure the stultifying screenery of the digital realm with 
its imbalance of visual over auditory. To rebalance yourself and to encircle all 
your listening-viewing audiences, learn what to adapt and how to sustain. 
Practice ways to preserve yourself, and thereby your audience, from dulling 
exhaustion.  Discover the know-how to adjust from getting through it to being 
fully present and receptive – communicating with eloquence and ease. Exactly 
how to captivate minds and fire imaginations within a True Communication 
Circle – yes, even online, and during the coming hybrid-mix of meetings. 
Thereafter with joy, fully alive once more, when we can breathe deeply and 
freely together again. 

Yes, many clients confide their pressures, yet just as many tell me whilst we explore 
and learn, if only they had known how, they would have changed ages ago. 

What Susan offers really works –  
it's also professional, polished and comes with excellent aftercare. 

I wish I had met Susan years sooner. 
She would have saved me from so much throat-straining and mumbling.  

More importantly, she would have saved my colleagues and audiences from it too. 

Lucy Worsley OBE • Historic Royal Palaces 
Chief Curator • Historian • Writer • Broadcaster 

—————————— 
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—————————— 

NEXT T IME  -  TRUE COMMUNICATION CIRCULAR No.  2 

SENSORY PERCEPTIONS 

The world is full of magic things,  
patiently waiting for our senses to grow sharper. 

WB Yeats 

—————————— 

Longing to learn more? 
Through ingenious, intriguing, un-embarrassing ways  

which by-pass even the most engrained habits, 
If you bring your willingness to be willing,  

all can shift, as if by magic, remarkably swiftly.   

… and No! 
No rolls of carpet, nor clucking chickens are harmed in these encounters. 

Susan White   
BA TEFL LGSM MA Voice Studies Distinction 

Coach of Professional Spoken Voice & Presence  

susan@per-sona.co.uk 
www.per-sona.co.uk 
– 07768 741010 – 

All enquiries by first talking together informally by phone 
 – gratis and without obligation – 
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